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Figure 1: Data visualized across NVIDIA Shield Tablet, Intelligence Stage at Arizona State University, and Microsoft HoloLens
A BSTRACT
The rapid advance of handheld and head-mounted mixed reality
technologies comes with many opportunities to integrate 3D visualizations on top of screen-based 2D technologies for immersive
analytics, such as the ability to walk through particle data. However,
while mixed reality devices can render virtual worlds into the three
dimensional space of the physical world, integrating these devices
with 2D immersive technologies is fundamentally constrained by
the limited computing and networking resources of energy-efficient
mobile devices. Towards a better understanding of these limitations,
we design and implement a distributed particle rendering framework
to bridge mobile mixed-reality devices with an immersive screenbased stage environment using a Microsoft HoloLens, an NVIDIA
Shield Tablet, and a multi-projector immersive data visualization
environment. Using our framework, we characterize rendering and
networking constraints of the devices involved in the hybrid data visualization. We propose strategies to operate within these constraints
to provide rich immersive 3D visualizations through dynamic partitioning and selective rendering of data-visualization workloads
across 2D and 3D devices.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality, Mobile Systems,
Hybrid 2D/3D Data Visualization.
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I NTRODUCTION

Due to advances in mobile depth sensors and head-mounted projection optics, several entities have released commercial mixed reality
devices, including the Microsoft HoloLens [8] and Meta [7] headsets.
Similarly, camera-based computer vision technologies have enabled
a proliferation of smartphone- and tablet-based augmented reality
frameworks, including PTC Vuforia [9] and Apple ARKit [1]. These
platforms introduce many opportunities to richly integrate 3D virtual objects among 2D screen-based displays, e.g., CAVE automatic
virtual environments [3] and the WILD multisurface interactive

environment [2]. As shown in Figure 1, we design a framework
to immerse a user in a dense field of particles in a hybrid 2D/3D
environment. However, such environments are fundamentally constrained by: (i) the limited computing resources of mobile devices,
and (ii) the networking latency and throughput of distributing data.
In this paper, we describe our prototype integration framework
testbed (§2), characterize computation and networking bottlenecks
(§3), and propose potential solutions to overcome limitations through
selective rendering and dynamic partitioning (§4).
We have released source code, video demonstrations, and implementation details at http://meteor-studio.com/holostage.
2 P ROTOTYPE F RAMEWORK
We build a framework to investigate the hybrid integration of headmounted and handheld mixed-reality devices with immersive screenbased environments. Our platform integrates three devices, which
we enumerated here:
• A Microsoft HoloLens head-mounted mixed-reality device, using depth cameras and other sensors to position virtual objects
in a real environment. The HoloLens employs an Intel Atom
processor and a specialized holographic processing unit to
render visualizations.
• A NVIDIA Shield Tablet K1, running Android 7.0 on a Tegra
K1 System-on-Chip. The Shield Tablet features powerful
graphics performance on top of a mobile sensor package, including an inertial motion unit, a front-facing camera, and a
rear-facing camera.
• The iStage (Intelligence Stage)1 at Arizona State University,
consisting of motion capture, controllable lighting, and immersive projection covering a 10m x 10m floor and a 10m x
8m screen. Data management and projection runs on Max 7
software on Mac Pro computers.
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To distribute visualization data, we implement a networking protocol to send and receive frames of particles, encoding x,y,z positions,
scales, rotations, and RGB colors. We develop our protocol implementations to be compatible with Max 7, HoloLens, and Android.
Our devices send TCP transmissions on a Wi-Fi network.
We develop software to render particle visualizations for each
device, using the Unity Game Engine for the HoloLens and C++
bindings of the Vulkan Graphics API for the NVIDIA Shield Tablet.
Our software uses the PTC Vuforia SDK to geometrically register
the devices, creating a uniform coordinate system for the virtual environments. In addition to providing the ability to visualize scientific
and creative data, our multi-device platform serves as a testbed to
explore system limitations.
3

S YSTEMS B OTTLENECKS AND O PPORTUNITIES
2D/3D H YBRID V ISUALIZATION

FOR

Providing data visualization across multiple mobile devices introduces fundamental bottlenecks, especially in render workload computation and data distribution. Towards designing a framework for
effective hybrid visualization, we characterize these bottlenecks on
modern commercially-available devices.
3.1

Rendering Visualization Workloads

The ability to create and display complex data is tied to the computational ability of the mobile device. Mobile system-on-chips for
smartphones, tablets, and head-mounted devices typically incorporate a GPU for accelerated graphics, efficiently rendering the state
of the virtual environment to the frame buffer of the display device.
However, while mobile graphics pipelines have grown to support
ever-increasing graphics workloads, large object manipulation workloads are also a computational burden, especially due to signficant
memory transactions. This forces a reduction in rendering frame
rate to maintain a steady pace of display updates.
In our HoloLens characterization, charted in Figure 2a, we find
that without networking, the device can randomly update and render
a frame of up to 1000 particles at 33.3 milliseconds per frame,
attaining a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps). Meanwhile,
randomly placing and rendering 17, 500 particles uses 1.08 seconds
per frame, dropping the frame rate to below 1 fps.
Similarly, as charted in Figure 2b, the Shield Tablet can randomly
generate and render up to 2500 particles at 31.0 milliseconds per
frame, attaining 30 fps. Rendering 25, 000 particles requires 155
milliseconds per frame, dropping the frame rate to around 6.5 fps.
These rates are dependent on particles being visible in the viewport
of the virtual camera in the environment; objects outside of the
viewport do not significantly affect rendering speed.
3.2

Distributing Visualization Data

Data transmission between multiple devices is a notorious impediment to performance and energy-efficiency. Device-to-device connectivity is straightforward to establish; we leverage standard TCP
protocols over Wi-Fi. However, as visual data carries a large footprint, continuously distributing dense visualizations over a network
implies system requirements of high throughput and low latency.
For our characterizations, we network our devices through a
450 Mbps wireless router. Our server sends frames of particles,
using 12 bytes per particle to encode position coordinates along with
a 300 byte header. Including packet processing time to store position
coordinates, our HoloLens implementation uses 9.02ms per particle
to process a received frame, while the Shield Tablet implementation
uses 0.77ms per particle to process a received frame.
Notably, as charted in Figures 2a and 2b, our measurements
indicate that while networking overhead is not negligible, both the
HoloLens and the Shield Tablet are significantly bottlenecked by
rendering overhead. That is, for large numbers of particles, the
devices can receive more data than they can render.

4

P ROPOSED R ESEARCH

The characterized measurements motivate a need to design mechanisms to improve the perceived spatiotemporal density of the visualization, despite computational and networking constraints. We
propose an investigation of various framework mechanisms to be
implemented across both the server and mobile devices.
4.1

Selective Rendering Density

Spatiotemporally dense representations require significant system
resources to render, as characterized in Section 3. However, a low
density of particles may be sufficient to represent many regions of
the data, whereas a high density may be needed for other groups
of particles. Driven by such measures as perceptual sensitivity to
spatial gradients and variation of movement of the data [5, 6, 12],
a selectively dense rendering decision on the mobile device would
allow a reduction in rendering workload, allowing raised system
performance. Specific to mixed-reality visualization, the density of
rendered particles will need to account for the positioning of the
camera viewport, considering particles that are visible.
For effective visualization on resource-constrained devices, we
plan to study the challenges of: (i) dynamically prioritizing density
for regions of particles based on a mixed-reality user’s position and
orientation, (ii) ensuring visually smooth transitions in space and
time, and (iii) evaluating perceptual effects of the modified visual
representations.
4.2

Partitioning 2D/3D Visualization Workloads

Our framework creates the opportunity for hybrid 2D and 3D visualizations, which introduces questions of which content to display in the different modalities, i.e., 2D/3D partitioning. While
load balancing for multi-device rendering performance has been
well-explored [4, 10, 11, 13], the visualization partitioning for mixedreality devices also affects the user’s visual experience. Particles
far beyond the plane of the 2D screens are less sensitive to perspective inaccuracies, and can thus be projected on the surrounding 2D
screens. Conversely, particles close to the user should leverage the
mixed-reality device for rapid fine adjustments to user positioning.
Thus, towards a partitioning mechanism for hybrid screenbased/mixed-reality immersive visualization, we plan to study: (i)
the effects of mixed-reality user movement and geometric registration latency on particle placement accuracy, (ii) the implications of
partitioning on rendering performance, (iii) the influence of partitioning on selective density decisions (Section 4.1), and (iv) partitioning
2D/3D for multiple mixed-reality users.
5

C ONCLUSION

By characterizing our hybrid 2D/3D particle framework, we have
confirmed that visualization is limited by rendering and networking constraints. On our implementations, the computational burden
of rendering poses a performance bottleneck for both the NVIDIA
Shield tablet and the Microsoft HoloLens. Built on these observations, we propose to study selective density and data partitioning
strategies to reduce system overhead while improving visual experience. Through investigating these and other strategies, we hope
to deploy an adaptive framework with optimization mechanisms be
implemented on server computers and mobile devices. The resulting
distributed rendering system will generate rich hybrid 2D/3D visualizations that can be readily used for particle simulations, artistic
experiences, and other scientific and creative visualizations.
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(a) Visualization frame period on Microsoft HoloLens
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(b) Visualization frame period on NVIDIA Shield

Figure 2: Mean and standard deviation of visualization frame period (inverse of throughput) on mobile mixed-reality devices over 100 frame
samples. Rendering frame period is the time between rendering sequential frames of randomly generated particles, including random number
generator latency. Networking frame period is the time between receiving sequential particle frames, including the processing latency of
updating computational state. Aggregate frame period is the time between the rendering of sequential particle frames received from the server,
with rendering and networking active in separate threads.
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